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25 things that were considered scandalous 100 years ago - human beings have come a long way in the last 100 years
sure we managed to beat hitler plant a flag on the moon and invent that whole internet thing but we accomplished other
things too, the oldest fish in the world lived 500 million years ago - the oldest fish in the world lived 500 million years
ago, 19 weird ways christmas was totally different 100 years ago - 19 weird ways christmas was totally different 100
years ago flaming trees ox hearts in jelly and terrifying santas nah i l stick to 2017, 100 years ago today the irish war of
independence began - ireland s greening of the world launch celebrates 10 years of global st patrick s greening, 26 hair
products you ll wish you d bought years ago - shopping 26 hair products you ll wish you d bought years ago was going
to put a good hair pun here but none of them made the cut, the u s joined the great war 100 years ago america and hoke 25 was a veteran who had served on the mexican border in 1916 he had been honorably discharged and had
reenlisted after the united states entered the war, 8 years ago the tsunami in japan happened this video is - fortunately
no we lived away from the main damage center our main worry in the days that followed was the radiation from fukushima
but unlike a lot of foreigners further south in tokyo who left the country we decided to stay, serious what is something that
has changed between you - serious rules you must post a clear and direct question in the title the title may contain two
short necessary context sentences no text is allowed in the textbox, portraits unearthed show wacky workers roaming
london - amazing photographs show the characters of london from 100 years ago in all their eccentric glory the recently
discovered images believed to have been taken by donald mcleish between 1926 1927, how many people have ever lived
on earth population - prb estimates that by 2050 about 113 billion people will have ever lived on earth to be sure
calculating the number of people who have ever lived is part science and part art, 10 foods you can store for 100 years
my family survival - some foods can last a century yes that s right a hundred years here are 10 foods that can last pretty
much forever in fact if stored properly they will never spoil and will stay as fresh as the day you bought them and will make a
great addition to your pantry or emergency food supply, what happens when we all live to 100 the atlantic - what
happens when we all live to 100 if life expectancy trends continue that future may be near transforming society in surprising
and far reaching ways, 10 things i wish i knew 10 years ago practical tips for - amen to point 1 loving someone should
not mean losing you as pastor joel osteen says some people you have to love from afar don t be afraid to limit the amount of
time you spend with people who are tuned into the 24 hour doom and gloom station, life expectancy our world in data life expectancy increased in all countries of the world there is a lot of information in the following rather unusual chart on the
x axis you find the cumulative share of the world population, madison indiana old madison downtown and the river front
- when you step into old madison madison in you step back more than 100 years in time experiencing a past as much alive
today as it was a century ago old madison indiana was a time of adventure an age of grandeur in the great steamboatin era
old madison is a fun place for families to visit, top 100 80 s movies retro junk article - well there you have it that is the
official list of top 100 80 s movies that you guys all helped me put together some of you might wonder about a movie or two
that got left off but don t worry i m sure that one is listed in the honorable mentions, why nuclear fusion is always 30 years
away the crux - currently the largest fusion reactor in the world is the joint european torus jet a tokamak based in england
and supported by the european union, how many people ever lived fire in the mind - you used the christian time
terminology bc before christ and ad anno domini year of our lord whose lord the world is full of people who are not christian
as is the u s, dinosaurs and the bible answers in genesis - an aura of mystery surrounds the dinosaurs where did they
come from did they evolve did they really live millions of years ago what happened to them, ice detains a polish doctor
and green card holder who has - the detention of lucasz niec a michigan father and husband appears to stem from two
misdemeanor convictions from 26 years ago, what we can learn from a headmaster s refusal to celebrate - news long
reads what we can learn from a headmaster s refusal to celebrate the armistice 100 years ago when the end of the first
world war was declared students at berkhamsted school were, origin of the domestic dog wikipedia - canid and human
evolution six million years ago towards the close of the miocene era the earth s climate gradually cooled this would lead to
the glaciations of the pliocene and the pleistocene which are commonly referred to as the ice age in many areas forests and
savannahs were replaced with steppes or grasslands and only those creatures that could adapt to these changes would
survive, 30 years ago don henley joins guns n roses - with gnr however great success often came great complications
like the rest of the band adler lived the rock n roll lifestyle to the hilt and by 1989 he was careening dangerously close to, 25
life lessons written by a 100 year old man - my great grandfather is 100 years old and living a century has taught him a

thing or two andy anderson s life story is one for the big screen he met my great grandmother on a saturday and, red terror
at 100 what was behind a vicious soviet - history conflict how the red terror exposed the true turmoil of soviet russia 100
years ago, i made these comics to compare chinese culture with - my name is siyu i was born and raised in beijing and i
ve spent last 10 years traveling studying and working abroad in the us uk and france, scientists find elephant sized
creature that lived with - news scientists find elephant sized creature that lived with dinosaurs dinosaurs weren t the only
colossal creatures roaming earth 200 million years ago, you lived in phoenix in the 60s 70s and 80s if - you watched star
wars at the original cine capri movie theater you remember stores like yellow front woolco newberry s mccrory s tg y fedmart
sprouse reitz wards and yates, 30 years ago they retired at 35 an update forbes - don t you love where are they now
stories well have i got a doozy for you in 1988 when i was an editor at money magazine i assigned a cover story on paul
terhorst a frugal peat, 95 interesting dinosaur facts fun dinosaur facts - in the 1993 movie jurassic park there is only 15
minutes of dinosaur footage 6 minutes of cgi and 9 minutes of animatronics 8 people have only been on earth about 2 5
million years dinosaurs lived on earth for about 160 million years which is about 64 times longer than people been around,
100 crazy things to do before you die upgradereality - life is the most beautiful gift we have but you never know how
long you have until it s over that s why i m a big fan of doing things you want to do when you get the chance don t wait for
tomorrow or someday if you get the opportunity today then do it today here s a, about the amazon purchase limit policy
you didn t know you - about the amazon purchase limit policy you didn t know you lived under, this was the hottest tech
20 years ago in 1997 cnet - from netscape navigator to tamagotchi virtual pets this is the tech the world obsessed about 20
years ago, hominid species talkorigins archive - the word hominid in this website refers to members of the family of
humans hominidae which consists of all species on our side of the last common ancestor of humans and living apes, 100
year old way to filter rainwater in a barrel the - i know this is a very old post however be careful with the wood you burn
for charcoal some pallets have had chemicals stored on them or been treated with chemicals to keep insects away, 6
amazing animals that practically lived forever mental - here are six legendary animals that lived a lot longer than most
pets 1 adwaita the tortoise 1750 2006 even with the long life expectancy of giant tortoises an aldabra giant tortoise named,
hunza the truth myths and lies about the health and - hunza the truth myths and lies about the health and diet of the
long lived people of hunza pakistan and hunza bread and pie recipes click here to read the medical disclaimer
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